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The Art Of 
Luxurious Living
InterIor desIgn and archItecture fIrm luxur defInes the true 
meanIng of decadent beauty by creatIng unIque lIvIng spaces 
that showcase the best of desIgn, art and fIne lIvIng 

shades of white, cream and brown – before dressing up the space 
with plenty of sparkle, texture and layered lighting. 

always a popular spot for entertaining, the dining room here 
becomes a decorative statement space: illuminated by a specially 
sourced chandelier, the dining room is flanked by a feature wall 
comprising ceiling-to-floor mirrors and recessed panels decked 
out in sparkling mosaic tiles.

Spatial Awareness
rather than work against challenges within the space, the 
designers embraced them to create features that are both 
attractive and functional. Instead of concealing the large pillar 
near the entrance of the apartment, the team turned it into a 
show-stopping display space by adding a mosaic overlay as well 
as shelving.

luxur also made the most of the apartment’s private lift lobby 
while keeping it uncluttered so as to maintain a sense of fluidity in 
this transitory space. a sleek custom-made shoe cabinet provides 
extra storage space while its mirrored surfaces help to make the 
lobby look more expansive.

elsewhere in the home, luxur elaborated on the theme of restful 
modern elegance by keeping things stylish yet simple. the master 
bedroom, for instance, features an unobtrusive mix of earthy tones, 
while textural accents such as a tufted leather headboard and 
customised wall panelling provide plenty of interest.

taking just one and a half months to complete, this residence 
showcases more than just luxur’s unique styling sensibilities, 
which beautifully merge flair and restraint. It also bears testament 
to the company’s professional efficiency and its intuitive 
understanding of the unique needs of each of its clients.

CrEATing Living SpACES ThAT imprESS CALLS For 
a lot more than just interior design know-how, it takes an in – 
depth understanding of creating an environment that is not 
only beautiful, but functional and sensorial at the same time. 
at interior design and architecture firm luxur, a dynamic team 
of designers (comprising members from singapore, australia, 
Indonesia, taiwan and malaysia) merge their professional 
expertise with a profound knowledge of art and culture to create 
private and professional spaces with distinct identities.

led by a director with more than 15 years of industry 
experience, the luxur team is well-versed in working on interior 
design and architectural projects spanning a diverse range of 
types and sizes.

Subtle Sophistication
catering to individual preferences and specifications, luxur 
has designed homes, retail spaces and offices in a diverse 
variety of styles, ranging from modern and minimalist to 
bold and offbeat, since its establishment in 2010. for the 
1,500 sq ft madison residences condominium featured here, 
the design team combined striking standout accents with a 
soothing neutral palette to create an abode that embodies 
contemporary elegance.

according to luxur, the homeowners – married professionals 
in their late 40s – gave luxur free rein in creating the look of their 
brand-new home, specifying only that they desired a modern 
and elegant design with a harmonious colour scheme, and which 
required minimal maintenance.

to create an interior that is as sophisticated as it is streamlined 
and spacious, the team set to work creating a home clad in neutral 


